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Sir Mutha Venkatasubba Rao

Concert Hall 

"Elegance is the Word"

The Sir Mutha Venkatasubba Rao Concert Hall known in Chennai's city

circles as 'The Concert Hall', is a spectacular venue hosting an array of

entertainment events. With a capacity of over 1000 and its excellent

logistics, this is an ideal location for an event expecting larger crowds. The

fantastically designed interiors and tastefully presented exteriors have

class written all over. Owned by the Madras Seva Sadan, this hall boasts

of an illustrious past repertoire including a brilliant performance by Pandit

Ravi Shankar.

 +91 44 2836 3921  www.sirmuthamemorial.c

om/

 info@sirmuthamemorial.co

m

 13/1 Harrington Road, 7

Shenstone Park, Chennai
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The Music Academy 

"Carnatic Music Academy"

The Music Academy is an institution that was set up somewhere in the

'20s, as an attempt to promote Carnatic music. The academy since then

has been fostering the culture of music in the south. It has its own rules

and formats for imparting knowledge in music. They also regularly

organize musical conferences in the in-house auditorium. Indeed it is one

of the best places to go to learn South Indian classical music.

 +91 44 2811 2231  www.musicacademymadr

as.in/

 music@musicacademymad

ras.com

 New No. 168 T.T.K. Road,

Chennai

Vani Mahal (Thyaga Brahma Gana

Sabha) 

"Classy Classical"

A prestigious venue for art performances in Chennai, the focus at Vani

Mahal is on traditional music and dance forms in South India. Also called

"The Thyaga Brahma Gana Sabha", this venue hosts regular classical

concerts and stunning dance spectacles. A list of eminent personalities

from different performing arts are members of this distinguished haven of

arts. Some illustrious benefactors include "Chembai Vaidyanatha

Bhagavathar, K.J. Yesudas, M.S.Subhalakshmi, Embar

Vijayaraghavachariar" and the likes. The facility has two auditoriums of

differing sizes for art performances and a relatively small hall for

exhibitions and trade fairs. The hall can also be rented by members for

performances.

 +91 44 2815 2166  www.vanimahal.com/  103 G.N. Chetty Road, Chennai
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Narada Gana Sabha Hall 

"Musically Catchy!"

Narada Gana Sabha Hall is by far one of the most active concert halls in

Chennai, throughout the year. This hall hosts a mind boggling number of

memorable musical concerts and dance events, giving a major boost to

the city's already pulsating cultural climate. With sophisticated

technology, every performance by performing artists is only accentuated

by state-of-the-art sound and lighting. The artists are passionate about

what they do, much to the delight of a very discerning audience. Call for

details of the upcoming program.

 +91 44 2499 0850  TTK Road, Chennai
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Unwind Center 

"Community Space"

The Unwind Center in Chennai allows musicians from all genres a space

where they can perform in front of music enthusiasts of all ages. Whether

its jazz, soft rock, gospel or blues that moves you, this center encourages

it all. Community events, art exhibitions and theatrical productions are

also part of the lineup. Unwind's volunteers are deeply committed to

helping the poor, and they are against smoking, drinking and vulgar

language (all of which most people consider synonymous with live gigs).

Replenish yourself at their cafe which serves healthy fruit juices and finger-

food.

 +91 44 6537 9572  live@unwindcenter.com  8 Manikeswari Road, Kilpauk, Behind

CSI Bains School, Chennai
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